Abstract
The combustion process in internal combustion engines has been investigated since Otto and Diesel first developed their first principal approaches to modeling the thermodynamics of their engines. As the need for tight control over the combustion process has increased, due to government regulations of both harmful emissions and fuel economy, the engine control and diagnostic methods have been steady improving. Currently standards are met with conventional control techniques – such as speed versus load look up tables for the various electronic actuators. These tables are calibrated based on off-line simulation modeling and time intensive experimental testing. As the room for error shrinks with tightening regulations the need for real-time monitoring and adapting is becoming apparent. The direct monitoring of cylinder pressure in conjunction with thermodynamic modeling is still one of the best (and more cost effective) ways to do real-time engine diagnostics. The work presented here attempts to bridge the gap between typical off-line engine simulations and on-line real-time control strategies.

A computationally efficient model has been created that predicts the combustion trajectory (path through the equivalence ratio and temperature plane). The results are shown with the various combustion states highlighted, which indicates time progression during the combustion event. The sample test conditions shown highlight how a typical in-cylinder emission-control technique, exhaust gas recirculation, influences the combustion trajectory at different timings – i.e., showing the typical soot-NOx trade-off and the defeat of this trade-off when low temperature combustion (LTC) is obtained. Additionally, the traditional conceptual explanations for diesel combustion are explored relative to how they are illustrated in the combustion trajectory, especially the transition from pre-mixed to mixing controlled combustion. Understanding these behaviors in this context aids in explaining the different observations for the LTC modes.
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